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“I have
always
yearned to
see pure,
young souls
and I will
never forget
them for all
my life."
Ba Jin
(1904-2005)

People queue to enter the former residence of Ba Jin on Wukang Road. The residence was reopened to the public on December 1 after five
years’ renovation. — Photos by Wang Rongjiang

Ba Jin residence offers new insight
into famous writer’s works and life

T

Guan Xin
he former residence of
acclaimed writer Ba Jin
(1904-2005) reopened
to the public in early
December.
“During the first days of the
villa’s opening, we received nearly
900 people every single day. People
come here to admire their beloved
writer. Many are in their forties
and fifties,” Chu Ruoqian, a staff
member at Ba Jin Former Residence
Museum, said.
Admission is free.
One Friday afternoon, this Xuihui
News reporter visited the residence
to see what the buzz was all about,
and came across a couple in their fifties, who had taken a two-hour bus
ride from Putuo District to have a
look at the writer’s home. The couple
said they grew up reading Ba Jin’s
work and they wanted to get some
insight into this respectable man.
Apart from full-time staff, volunteers also work in the residence. Ji
Hong, who is a student working on
her Korean master’s degree at Shanghai International Studies University,
is one of them. “I have read Ba Jin’s
books and respect him a lot. After
hearing that they needed volunteers
in his former residence, I decided to
get a closer view of him.”
Ba Jin was born in Chengdu,
Sichuan Province. His real name

Ba Jin’s bedroom is on the second floor, placed by simple furniture. The
larger bed is for Ba Jin and the smaller belongs to his granddaughter.

was Li Yaotang. His major works
include “The Love Trilogy: Fog,
Rain, Lightning” (1931-1935), “The
Torrent Trilogy: Family, Spring,
Autumn” (1933-1940), “A Dream of
Sea” and “Autumn in Spring.”
His books have had a significant
impact on several generations. “Even
in my dreams I never thought that I
would became a novelist,” Ba Jin
once said. “I started writing for my
own self-salvation.”
Ba Jin lived in the three-story
Spanish-style villa at 113 Wukang

Road in Xuhui District for more than
50 years until he was admitted into
hospital and never returned.
The original furniture and decorations have been maintained as
they were while Ba lived there. The
bookshelves, sofas and lamps were
all used by Ba Jin and his wife Xiao
Shan, who was also a famous writer
and translator. The house looks no
different from that of ordinary
Shanghai families — except for the
valuable paintings, sculptures and
calligraphy presented by famous

artists in China and abroad.
On the first floor there is a terrace where doors and windows were
installed in 1983, after which it became the room that Ba Jin worked
in and met guests. At the small desk
under the window, Ba Jin wrote
some chapters of the second half of
his work “Random Thoughts.”
Ba Jin’s bedroom is on the second
floor. His bedroom contains a small
bed near the wall. There once slept
his little granddaughter nicknamed
Duan Duan. Ba Jin loved his family
deeply, especially his granddaughter. “Every morning she’d get up at
six o’clock, and she would come up
and put socks on for me, gently say
goodbye to me and go downstairs.
She doesn’t know how the sound of
her fills my heart with warmth.
“I have always yearned to see
pure, young souls and I will never
forget them for all my life,” Ba Jin
said.
In 2003, the State Council awarded him the title of “People’s Writer.”
The city spent five years renovating his former residence, collecting
and filing precious photos, letters,
badges and some of his personal
belongs for the exhibition.
You can visit the residence from
10am to 3pm, Tuesday to Saturday.
But for group visiting you need to
call first. The telephone number for
booking is: 3368-5656 ext 115.

Brief News
The ninth Party
congress a success
THE ninth Xuhui Committee
of the Communist Party of
China was successfully held
from December 21 to 24. Participants reviewed the report of
the Eighth District Committee
delivered at the first session
of the Party congress and carried out the goals proposed
at the district’s ninth Party
congress.

Seminar on protecting
cultural heritage
XUHUI recently held a seminar
on the protection of celebrities’
former residences and cultural
heritage. As a district boasting
a long history and rich cultural
heritage, Xuhui has found 82
such residences, 31 of which
have been registered. The district’s culture bureau has so far
held opening ceremonies for 18
of them.

Artist’s exhibition
captured on CD
THE exhibition of Wu Zuoren’s
art works — “Sketch and Chinese Painting” — opened on
May 4 this year at the Xuhui Art
Museum. To present Wu’s masterpieces to more citizens and
free the exhibition from time
and space restrictions, the art
museum produced electronic
CDs for the exhibition together
with related professionals.

